BalaBit Shell Control Box
Customer Reference: Leekie Enterprises Inc.
“THE MOST FASCINATING SOLUTION FOR AUDITING REMOTE SESSIONS”

Leekie Enterprises Inc. is an interactive gaming support/service provider for the online
gaming industry. Needless to say, every element of an online gaming infrastructure –
servers, databases, websites, and so on – must be secure, reliable and associated to
someone responsible so that any error can be effortlessly traced back to its source.
An important point in this scheme is overseeing and auditing remote access and server
administration, which Leekie successfully solved using the BalaBit Shell Control Box.

www.balabit.com

Gaining control over remote system maintenance
and configuration is essential for high-security
production environments where every error or fraud
can have a disastrous effect on the company – after
all customers are extremely cautious about whom
they trust with their money. As organizations
managing all their IT assets in-house are becoming
increasingly rare, auditing and reviewing the
outsourced work is a must.
"In the online gaming industry, we handle a large
amount of sensitive data: account information,
gaming transactions, not including our internal data.
We have strict access control policies, including
control over remote system access, but we needed
something more than just authorizing connections on
a VPN server. Using SCB made it possible for us to
gain control over the actions and activities of our
administrators, instead of only the connections. This
is an immense advantage when dealing with
privileged access to our main servers and
databases." says Ngadiman Sentosa, IT Manager at
Leekie Enterprises Inc.

About Leekie Enterprises Inc.
Leekie Enterprises Inc. is an interactive gaming
support/service provider for the online gaming industry
registered with the Cagayan Economic Zone Authority
(CEZA) in the Philippines. With experience in the online
gaming industry and its commitment to using the latest
gaming technology, Leekie Enterprises provides a
professional and friendly gaming environment to its
customers.

About BalaBit IT Security
BalaBit IT Security is an innovative information security
company, one of the global leaders in developing
privileged activity monitoring, trusted logging and
proxy-based gateway technologies to help customers be
protected against insider and outsider threats and meet
security and compliance regulations. As an active
member of the open source community, we provide
solutions to a uniquely wide range of both open source
and proprietary platforms, even for the most complex and
heterogeneous IT systems across physical, virtual and
cloud environments.
BalaBit is also known as “the syslog-ng company”, based
on the company's flagship product, the open source log
server application, which is used by more than 650.000
customers worldwide and became the globally
acknowledged de-facto industry standard.

BalaBit was one of many vendors evaluated by
Leekie for providing audit trails for encrypted remote
sessions. “We chose BalaBit's Shell Control Box
because it provides a complete audit trail solution at a
lower TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) and BalaBit also
has a highly skilled technical support team. BalaBit's
team was very helpful in providing support and
information about the product, both pre- and
post-sales.”, says Sentosa.

“THE PRODUCT GIVES US PEACE OF MIND
KNOWING THAT WE ARE DEPLOYING NOT
ONLY A SOUND AND PROVEN AUDIT TRAIL
SOLUTION FOR OUR REMOTE SESSIONS, BUT
ONE THAT SAFEGUARDS OUR INFORMATION
SECURITY.”
Leekie uses the Shell Control Box to control and audit
all the remote desktop (RDP) and SSH sessions to
their Windows and Linux/UNIX servers. General
reviews about the activities and maintenance of the
servers are really simple owing to the reports and
indexed & searchable audit trails generated by SCB.
If anything requires more detailed attention, the entire
session can be replayed like a movie. “We are able to
perform audit trails to encrypted remote sessions
from one centralized box. It is easy to manage, so it
increases the efficiency in auditing the remote
sessions.”

BalaBit, the second fastest-growing IT Security company
in the Central European region concerning Deloitte
Technology Fast 50 list, has local offices in France,
Germany, Italy, Russia, and in the USA, and cooperates
with partners worldwide. Our R&D and global support
centers are located in Hungary, Europe.
For more information visit www.balabit.com.

Learn more about the BalaBit Shell Control Box

 The SCB homepage
 SCB manuals, guides, and other documentation
 Register and request an evaluation version
 Find a reseller
Key benefits of Shell Control Box



Ability to control and review remote
privileged access



Support for common remote access
protocols (SSH, RDP, Citrix, ...)




Trusted and tamper-proof audit trails



Movie-like replay of the audited sessions

Ability to search the audit trail content and
metadata
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